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A Midsummer
One of the best things about summer
are the long lazy evenings spent in the
garden. But when the sun goes down
we don’t want you left in the dark to the
secrets of great outdoor lighting.
When choosing any design element of
your garden it is best to think of it as a
room. Admittedly the only room in your
house to feature turf flooring and no
roof, but a room none the less. When
illuminating a room there are two types
of lighting to consider; functional and
feature. Feature lighting should
highlight design features, whilst
functional lighting should ensure that
you can make the best use the space.
The best lighting design should
combine the two, marrying both form
and function. And this is how you
should plan your exterior lighting.
Firstly feature lighting: select an
element of your garden to highlight, a
tree, statue or water feature would be
ideal. The illumination will naturally
draw the eye, making this the focal
point of your garden after dark.
Experiment with your feature lighting;
consider using coloured lights and how
shadows will fall. The more theatrical
your feature lighting the better.
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Secondly the
functional lighting,
but remember just
because this lighting
is useful does not
mean it has to be
dull. Consider the
areas of your garden
you are going to want
to utilise in the
evening.
Dining areas, paths
and seating. Think
outside the box, as
well as lighting from
above consider low
level lighting. The
lighting from beneath
the seating area in
this garden not only
illuminates but also
creates atmosphere.
These gardens are
excellent examples
of how to illuminate
outdoor space.
The lighting has been
considered as part of
the gardens grand
scheme and has
been incorporated as
such.
The focal points of
the water fall and
ornamental tree are
picked out with spot
and underwater
lighting to dramatic
effect.
So when readying
your garden for the
warmer weather and
planning al fresco
suppers and bottles
of chilled rosé
shared with friends
remember your
lighting scheme.
It will make for a
brighter summer.
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